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Welcome and thank
you for joining me!
● Why we should use short ﬁction in our
classrooms.

● How to choose a short story.
● How to plan a lesson using short ﬁction.
● A breakout room activity putting it all into
practice.
● Questions? Put them in the chat and I will
answer them at the end.

“Teacher, how can I improve my reading?”
Short
English
Language Fiction

“The short story is a love affair, a novel is a
marriage. A short story is a photograph, a
novel is a movie.” - Lorrie Moore

English
Literature

The main aim =
satisfaction.

How do I choose a short story?
Context
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How do I adapt the story?
Don’t.
● Changing and adapting
the story for the level
disrupts the main aim
of satisfaction.
● Footnote difficult
vocabulary to maintain
comprehension.

How do I make a lesson?
Reading Stage 1 - Before:
●

Generate predictions about the title.

●

Information about the author.
○ Personal context & connection to the
story
Literary theory:
○ Ernest Hemingway’s “Iceberg Theory” or
“Theory of Omission”.

●

“If a writer of prose knows enough about what he is
writing about he may omit things that he knows and
the reader, if the writer is writing truly enough, will
have a feeling of those things as strongly as though
the writer had stated them. The dignity of movement
of an iceberg is due to only one-eighth of it being
above water.”
- Ernest Hemingway, Death in the Afternoon (1932)

Three stages:
Before, during & after reading.

How do I make a lesson?
Reading Stage 2: During
●

Use comprehension questions to navigate the focus of
your lesson.

Language analysis: Linguistic & Literary.
●

●

Linguistic: Questions that focus on ○

Conﬁrming understanding

○

Highlighting grammar structures

○

Developing vocabulary

Literary: Questions that focus on ○

Imagery

○

Emotions

○

Characters

1. What are the strongest or most detailed
images for you? What language creates
these images?
2. What mood or atmosphere do the ﬁrst
two paragraphs of the story create? What
words or phrases create this mood?
3. What is [character’s] personality like?

How do I make a lesson?

Reading Stage 3: After
●

Return to the title - how accurate
were the predictions? What
moments or characteristics connect
to the title?

●

Return to the Iceberg Theory.

●

Remember the priority - to achieve
satisfaction.
○

●

Focus on the student’s
engagement with imagery,
emotions and characters.

A time for student and teacher
satisfaction.

Breakout Rooms Activity:
In your Breakout Room, discuss the following questions:
1. How have you used literature in your lessons?
2. Take one minute to read the ﬁrst paragraph of “A Clean, Well-Lighted
Place” (1933) by Ernest Hemingway.
What is the ﬁrst thing you would examine in a lesson about this story?
3. For this story, what kind of questions would you ask to generate ideas
about imagery, emotion and character?
Return to this main link in 15 minutes.
Link to the document is in the chat!

Thank you!
If you would like to read more, I
have an article in the Yearly Bulletin
on the same topic.
Please let me know how your
journey with short ﬁction evolves!
@AmandaMcG96

